ABF and SM Leadership Meeting for
October 21, 2018
Subject: Stewardship
Central Theme: Stewardship of Our Guests
Objective sentence: You can help us steward guests well by taking three specific actions in your class.
Key Word: Actions

What is our mission?
Celebration:
A word on 316 Challenge:


Now is not the time to stop emphasizing the challenge. We are going into our sending phase.



Here are 3 things you can do next week to keep momentum going.
1. Communicate with your class some kind of encouraging word about the challenge.
2. Next week make sure you emphasize that Pastor Frazier will be presenting the gospel each week
in his messages.
3. Look for stories and testimonies to share to help people to be excited about the challenge and to
see it as possible.

Hook


Have you ever noticed how busy Chickfila stores are?



I don’t think I’ve ever seen a Chickfila store that isn’t busy?



There are 4 reasons that I believe that Chickfila is so successful.
1. 1. Honor Godly principles.
2. 2. Great product.
3. 3. Train well.
4. 4. Steward the experience of the guest well.
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When I say stewardship in a church
setting most people think of money.



But one of the most important
stewardships that a church has is that of
its people.



We have a stewardship of people.



One of the most important groups of people that we steward is guests.



Why is a stewardship of guests important to our mission at the church?


The highest population of unsaved and unchurched people are
the guests.



Think about all the money and effort that is spent to try to get
guests into a relationship with our church. Camp, Kidfest, Block
party, Invitations..etc.



If our mission is to reach people, teach people and minister to people then we must be good stewards
of our guests.



How can we steward out guests well?

You can help us steward our guests well by taking three specific actions.
Content:
Action #1- Create a great first impression with class greeters that cooperate with our
host team.


Today we met with a new group of workers called the “Host Team”.



We’ve already had greeters at the door covering the door for some time.



This group of leaders will be at each door greeting like the greeters, but will be able to leave the
doors to take people to the appropriate class.



We spent time today walking each of these new volunteers around the building to show them
where each class is located so that they can take new guests to the appropriate room.



One of the things that we trained these workers to do is to take them to not only the appropriate
room, but to a teacher or greeter in the room.



These new leaders will be wearing a lanyard that looks like this.



We’d like for the class greeters to also wear a lanyard as well so that the host team that brings a
new guest to your room can know who is prepared to greet them, introduce themselves, and
make them feel welcome.
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Action #2- Host the guest well by intentionality during class time.
1. This will include things like:


Introducing them to others in the class.



Sitting with them.



Getting information from them appropriately.



Taking them to the service



Offering to have them sit with you.

Action #3- Intentionally follow up with guests to discern what ministry to them
should look like.
2. There is a window of opportunity for follow up that should not be ignored if we want to be
effective.


You should not expect the follow up within the week of a guest’s attendance and follow
up 6 weeks after a guest’s attendance will produce the same kind of response.

3. What do we want to know about the guest?


1. What is their spiritual condition?



2. Can we get permission to minister to them?

4. If they give us permission to minister to them we commit to them by putting them on our
enrollment and giving them a care group leader who gets to know them and who ministers to
them.If we do not take care of what God gives to us, why should we expect that He should give
us more?

Discussion and Planning Time:
1. How are we doing at inviting and getting new guests?
2. How are we doing at greeting well?
3. How are we doing at hosting guests when they are in class?
4. How are we doing at following up and assimilating new guests into our class?
(See your guest list)
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